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Data Transformations

Chl Concentration                                        Log (Chl Conc.)               



The Theory 

Normality tests assess the likelihood that the given     
data set {x1, …, xn} comes from a normal distribution. 

The null hypothesis H0 is that the observations are 
distributed normally with unspecified mean μ and 
variance σ2, versus the alternative Ha that the data             
do not follow a normal distribution. 

Normality can be assessed in three generic ways:

- Graphically
- Quantitatively
- Statistically



The Practice – The End Justifies the Means 

Everyone wants to use parametric statistics

Many assume their data are normal

Others do not want to know

What are the options at hand: 

- Before a test : transform the data

- After a test :  test residuals



Approach 

Powerful parametric tests are based on assumptions:

• Normality (data from a normal distribution)
Can be assessed in three ways:

– Graphically: Histograms & Q-Q plos
– Quantitatively: Skew & Kurtosis (Z-score)
– Statistically: S-W Test

• Additionally, many parametric tests require 
homogeneity of variances (equal variances) 

Can be assessed in three ways:
- Graphically
- Quantitatively
- Statistically



Example: R exam results 

Import dataset “R exam.xlxs” into RCmdr. 

library(Rcmdr);

Open up Rstudio and start RCmdr.

Rexam <- readXL("C:/Users/David 
Hyrenbach/Documents/R/working/RExam.xlsx", 
rownames=FALSE, header=TRUE, na="", 

sheet="RExam", stringsAsFactors=TRUE);



Example: R exam results 

Let’s calculate the skewness and kurtosis (point 
estimates and SEs) of these distributions.

What packages are needed?   library(psych);

Are there any other needed packages? (Hint:  
which other packages did we use in Lecture 10)

library(car); library(ggplot2); library(pastecs);

What command do we use to calculate stats for 
dataset “exam” in file “Rexam”? stat.desc



Example: R exam results 
• Performance on statistics exam (N = 100 students)

• Two Response Variables:

Exam: first-year exam scores as a percentage (%)
Numeracy: measure of numerical ability (out of 15)

• Three Explanatory Variables: 

Computer: measure of computer literacy (%)
Lecture: percentage of lectures attended (%)
Uni: what university did the student attend: 

Sussex or Duncetown



Example: R exam results 

Exam: 
first-year exam 
scores as a %

Numeracy: 
measure of numerical 

ability out of 15



Example: R exam results 

Exam: 
first-year exam 
scores as a %

Numeracy: 
measure of numerical 

ability out of 15



Example: R exam results 

> help(stat.desc)

x a data frame or a time series

basic Do we have to return basic statistics?

(by default, it is TRUE)

These are: 

the number of values (nbr.val), the number of    null values 

(nbr.null), the number of missing values (nbr.na), the minimal 

value (min), the maximal value (max), the range (range, that 

is, max-min) and the sum of all non-missing values (sum)

Usage

stat.desc(x, basic=TRUE, desc=TRUE, norm=FALSE, p=0.95) 

Arguments



Example: R exam results 
desc Do we have to return various descriptive statistics                                    

(by default, it is TRUE)? 

These are: the median (median), the mean (mean), the standard 

error on the mean (SE.mean), the confidence interval of the mean 

(CI.mean) at the p level, the variance (var), the standard deviation 

(std.dev) and the variation coefficient (coef.var) defined as the 

standard deviation divided by the mean

norm Do we have to return normal distribution statistics                                   

(by default, it is FALSE)? 

These are: the skewness coefficient g1 (skewness), its significant 

criterium (skew.2SE, that is, g1/2.SEg1; if skew.2SE    > 1, then 

skewness is significantly different than zero), kurtosis coefficient g2 

(kurtosis), its significant criterium (kurt.2SE, same remark than for 

skew.2SE), the statistic of a Shapiro-Wilk test  of normality 

(normtest.W) and its associated probability (normtest.p)

p the probability level to use to calculate the confidence interval on the 

mean (CI.mean). By default, p=0.95



Example: R exam results 

stat.desc(Rexam$exam, 
basic = FALSE, 
desc = FALSE, 
norm = TRUE)

Usage

stat.desc(x, basic=TRUE, desc=TRUE, norm=FALSE, p=0.95) 

stat.desc(Rexam$numeracy, 
basic = FALSE, 
desc = FALSE, 
norm = TRUE)



skewness       skew.2SE
-0.103804261   -0.215022696 

kurtosis      kurt.2SE
-1.147658459   -1.199648507

normtest.W      normtest.p
0.961309486     0.004991062 

Exam: 

Numeracy: 

skewness        skew.2SE 
0.93271513942  1.93204903727

kurtosis        kurt.2SE 
0.76349270501  0.79807966944

normtest.W     normtest.p 
0.92438688702  0.00002424008 



Example: R exam results 
skewness       skew.2SE

-0.103804261   -0.215022696 

kurtosis      kurt.2SE
-1.147658459   -1.199648507

Exam: Numeracy: 

skewness        skew.2SE 

0.93271513942  1.93204903727

kurtosis        kurt.2SE 
0.76349270501  0.79807966944

positive 
skew

platykurtic



Summary
• Parametric tests based on normal distributions

• If possible, we want to use powerful parametric tests

• While significant differences can be achieved more 
easily with parametric statistics ... 

• Critical to ensure a normal underlying data distribution,
when using a parametric statistical model to avoid 
committing type-I error

• Remember:
Even if the underlying distribution is normal, normality         

requires a large enough sample size (n > 30)



Take-home Lessons  

Data transformations are one of the most difficult 
issues in parametric statistics:

- Conflicting advice:  transform or not

- Conflicting results: various normality tests

Recommendation: 

Select one approach that provides multiple evidence 
and come up with criteria before starting analysis

Be as strict as you wish:  one or more criteria

But, if a test significant… cannot back-track 



• Parametric tests are more powerful, but are based          
on assumption of normally distributed data

• Determine normality criteria and undertake data 
transformations, if needed 

• If you are unsure, data transformations can always               
be attempted to compare the same test results,                  
using transformed  and un-transformed data

• Test normality before / after data transformations

• If transformations do not work… 
use non-parametric tests

Take-home Lessons  



Using by():
by(data = rexam$exam, 
INDICES = rexam$uni, FUN = describe)

by(data = rexam$exam, 
INDICES = rexam$uni, FUN = stat.desc)

Note: 

These commands have the same effect as those above:
by(rexam$exam, rexam$uni, describe)

by(festival$day1, festival$day2, festival$day3, 
stat.desc)

Hint: Analyzing Multiple Datasets



Hint: Analyzing Multiple Datasets

If we want to apply descriptive statistics to multiple 
variables, then you can use cbind() to aggregate the 
various variables. 

Then, you can apply the same command to the 
aggregated list of variables:

by(cbind(data=rexam$exam,data=rexam$numeracy), 
rexam$uni, describe)


